Monthly Alternative Educational Plan
Class: 7
Sl.no
Month/
Week
01
November
1st week

Subject: Mathematics
Main learning
Learning activities
outcomes
*Concept of
*Teachers would
comparing
display some toys in
Quantities
the classroom and
explain the concept of
speed practically to
learn the estimated
speed. Then list out to
compare the speed by
*The concept asking questions and
of ratio and
help them to answer.
order of
*Look at the picture
reading
and teach them to write
the same in ratio. Then
*Convert the help them to read
ratios.
ratios into
*Let us write the given
fractions.
ratios in fractions as
* Simple form shown in the model.

November : 2021
Evaluation

Let us help to
solve the
Q.no. 1 in
Suveega part1 exercise 8
page no. 56.

Work sheet -1

of ratio

02

November
2nd week

*Let us convert the
ratios to fractions and
facilitate them to write
in simple form.
*Compare the * Let’s learn the
Quantities
conversions of
and exhibit in measurements as
ratio.
shown in the
worksheet. Help them
to convert the same
*Percentage- into simplest
Concept of
measurements.
percentage
*Let us build the
concept of percentage
1

Work sheet -2

Work sheet -3
Work sheet -4
Let us help
them to solve
Q.no. 5 in
Suveega part1 of exercise 8
page no 57

*Find the
percentage
by
converting
the
denominator
to 100.
*Convert the
fractions and
decimals to
percentage.
*See the
picture and
tell the
percentage.

November
3rd
week

*Let’s learn
to convert
the
percentage
value to
fractions and
decimals.
*Concept of
equivalent
ratio and
finding
equivalent
ratio.
*Problems
related to

and help them to
convert the given data
Work sheet -5
to percentage.
*When the given data is
written in fraction and
the denominator is not Work sheet -6
100 then we need to
convert the
denominator into 100
Work sheet - 7
and help them to
convert the same into
percentage.
* As shown in the
worksheet, to convert
fraction or decimal to
percentage we need to
multiply the same by
100. Observe the given
picture help to convert
the fraction to
percentage.
* As shown in the
worksheet let’s help
Work sheet -8
them to convert
percentage into
fractions and decimals.

*Let us teach the
concept of equivalent
ratios.
To find equivalent
ratios we need to
multiply or divide
Numerator and
denominator with the
2

Work sheet -9

Work sheet -10

November
4th week

equivalent
ratio

same number.

* Find the
value of each
ratio in
percentage.

Let’s solve the
Work sheet -11
worksheet with the help
of model problems in
the work sheet.
*Let’s make them
understand every
model problem and
facilitate them to
convert ratio into
percentage.

* Introduction
to the
concept and
formula of
profit & loss
and
percentage
of Profit &
Loss.

* Introduction to the
concept & formulas of
profit and loss used by
us in the day today life.

Let us solve
the problems
in page no. 21

Work sheet -12
* Solving the example
problems and
worksheet problems
given in the textbook.

Related
problems
Concept,
Formula, and
related
problems of
Simple
Interest &
Amount.

* Introduction to Simple
Interest and Amount
and helping them to
solve problems with
the help of formulas.

Let us solve
the problems
from page no.
23 to 24 of the
textbook.
Work sheet -13

3

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet -1
1. Compare the following items and write it in ratio form :
Items

Ratio form

8:6

2. Read the following ratios and write it in words:
Ratio
Way of reading
Model:

3:4

Three ratio four

14 : 3
4 : 10
5:8
20 : 200
45 : 145
4

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet -2
1. Write the given ratio to fraction :
Ratio
3:4
4:5

7:8

6:3

1:3

2:1

12 : 5

Fraction form
2. Write the give ratios in simple form :
Ratio
Fraction
Simple
form
form
=
4:2
2:1

Ratio

Fraction
form

Simple
form

150 : 25

7 : 14

180 : 60

.5 : 3.0

7 : 343
Work Sheet -3

Find the ratio
(Note: Remember that to compare two quantities, the unit must be the same)
Model: 10 cm and 2 m
10 cm and 200 cm
10:200 =

=

= 1 : 20

Know this: 1 m = 100 cm
1 kg = 1000 grams
1 km = 1000 m
1 year = 365 Days
1 week = 7 days
1 rupees = 100 paisa
1 hour = 60 min.

1) 10 cm and 2 m

2) 200 grams and
1kg

3) 30 min and 2 hour

4) 3 month and 2
year

5) ₹10 and 10 paisa

6) 1 month and 45 days

5

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet - 4
Percentage
Note : * Percentage means ‘per hundred’
In fraction, denominator is 100 then its numerator is considered as percentage
value .
Percentage is represented by % symbol.(% )
Find the percentage for the following data:

kannada
English
Hindi
Mathematics
Science
Social science

Number of students passed in
each subject
15
13
20
14
20
18

Total

100

Subject

Fraction

Percentage
15%

Work sheet - 5
Note :If denominator is not 100,then convert the fraction to an equivalent fraction
with denominator 100.
Different beads are collected. Find the percentage of each beads.

Colour
Green
Red

Number of
Beads
4

Fraction
4/20

Denominator hundred
4/20 × 100/100 = 20/100

6

Blue

8

Black

2

Total

20

6

In Percentage
20%

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet - 6
Note: Multiply by 100 when converting fractions or decimals to percentage.
Convert the following fractions and decimals to percentage.
2) 0.04
3)
1)
= х 100%
=2

25%

= 0.04 х 100%
=4.00%
=4%

= 50%
4)

5) 7.43

6) 15.25

7)

8)

9) 0.45

Solve the problems in exercise 8.2
Work sheet - 7
Estimate what part of the figures is coloured and hence find the percent which is
coloured.
х 100
= 25%

7

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet - 8
Convert the following per cent value to fractions and decimals.
1) 25%

2) 30%

3) 150%

4) 5%

5) 10%

6) 15%

7) 90%

8) 12%

9) 70%

10)

=
=0.25

85%

11)

33%

12)

2%

Work Sheet - 9
Equivalent ratio:-First convert the Ratio to Fraction, then multiply or divide the
same number to numerator and denominator to get equivalent ratio .
Write two equivalent ratios for given ratio:
1) 3 : 4 = =
= =

=
3 : 4 = 6 : 8 = 9 : 12

2) 12 : 7

3) 4 : 10

4) 11 : 3

8

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet - 10

Find the values for the following:
1) Find the whole quantity if
5% of it is 600

2) Whole quantity 6% of 100

х a = 600
a=
a = 600 x 20
a = 1200
3)Whole quantity 40% of 200 km

4) Whole quantity 4% of ₹ 250

5) Whole quantity 2% of 800

6) Whole quantity 8% of 160 liter

9

Class: 7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet - 11
Convert the following part of ratio to percentage form:
1) 3 : 2
Total parts= 3 + 2 = 5
First part of percentage = x 100

2) 2 : 5

= 60%
Second part of percentage = x
100
= 40%
3) 1 : 8

4) 9 : 4

5) 2 : 3 : 4

6) 1 : 2 : 3

10

Class:7

Comparing Quantities

Month: November

Work Sheet - 12
Formula:

Profit = selling price - cost
price

% profit =

profit
CP

x 100%

Loss = CP - SP

% Loss =

Loss
CP

x 100%

Find the value for the following:
Sl.no

Cost
Price(₹)

1

2400

2

1900

Selling
price(₹)

300
2900

4

1590
4100

6

1200

Loss (₹)

400

3

5

Profit
(₹ )

100
60
300
180

7

1450

8

3900

45
490

Solve the problems in exercise 8.3 of 1st main

11

% Profit

% Loss

Work Sheet-13

Simple Interest (I) =

𝑷𝙭𝑻𝙭𝑹
𝟏𝟎𝟎

P – Principal
T – Time
R – Rate of Interest

Amount (A) = P + I

Fill in the blanks:

Sl.no

Principal
(P)

Time(T)

Rate of
Interest(R)

1

10,000

1 year

5%

2

3,500

2 year

7%

3

1,200

3 year

12%

4

7,500

3 year

5%

12

Simple
Interest(I)

Amount(A)

